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Subtle energies

The theories and laws of the “subtle” energies are collected
in numerous scientific studies by famous scientists and
Nobel laureates.
Quantum physics tells us today that what we see in the
“real” world has nothing to do with the sub-atomic world.
Every subject, every living being and even the vacuum is
imbued with huge amounts of subtle energy.
In polluted cities, in the office full of computers, in geopathic
homes, the balance and harmonization of the many energy
forms is very poor. That’s the reason why we can feel stress,
discomfort, anxiety and energy waste.
A real Habitat Science will be a real preventive medicine,
able to create ideal energy balance conditions.
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Who we are What we do

AETERE'S™ is a leading Italian company deeply
involved into Smart Energy Technologies and
major Biocompatibility and Environmental Reharmonization projects. We deal both with
domestic business and industrial facilities from
small to large volumes, including common
environments like hotels, theatres and concert
halls.
The company operates in the value of high
quality and absolute mechanical and electrical
reliability of its products, adopting materials and
components of extreme quality.
Aetere's It is also the sole agent in Italy of the
Swiss enviromental technology Ojas Energetic
Building Biology.
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We have developed a METHODOLOGY and a
TECHNOLOGY to make spaces healthy,
biocompatibles and life-promoting ones.
We focus our interventions on the analysis and
solution of several issues, products of:
Enviromental Stress
Attacks by electromagnetic radiation
Magneto-telluric Geopathies
The tools deployment ensures the elimination or
the attenuation of the energy elements that
are no longer able to sustain a favorable
regenerating environment. The tools restore
the energy and harmony circulation
within the spaces, indispensable conditions to
the well-being of their inhabitants.

Who we are What we do
Field of action
An EBB/BRA operator does
not confine his/her scope to
simply identify the disturbing
phenomena, but is able to
interpret the collected data
within a much broader
functional framework of the
surrounding environment.
Studyng the enviroments from
many different points of view
is the best way to comprehend
and appreciate the subtle
energetic flow.
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Who we are What we do
EBB and BRA

ENERGETIC BUILDING BIOLOGY
BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RE-HARMONIZATION
EBB and BRA are part of a modern Habitat science that combines the latest
bioenergetic and quantum physics discoveries together with the Vastu
traditional knowledge, the ancient architecture and the enviromental
preventive medicine. An EBB and BRA operator discovers and solves
energetic enviromental phenomena (Subtle and not) that are not
biocompatibles. He/she makes use of electronic instruments capable of
measuring many artificial electromagnetic fields. The biophysical
measurements always complement a good instrumental survey to confirm
the different radiation sources (groundwater, faults, soil fractures,
Hartmann Grid, Curry Grid, big orthogonal and diagonal grid, etc.) that are
not clearly detected by electronic means. During the sensible survey It is
possible to use manual perception or the Lecher Antenna, a very precise
graduated instrument capable to test the majority of the enviromental
energetic frequencies.
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Who we are What we do

OPERATING
STEPS

www.aeteres.com

1

TAKE-OVER

2

TREATMENT LEVELS
ASSESSMENT
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CUSTOMIZATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFICIENCY
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ADDED VALUE CERTIFICATION
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Instruments
Personal subtle harmonizing devices
PHI
PHIwater™
Enviromental subtle harmonizing devices
Clearlux
Domus
E-spira
Orpheus
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Personal Harmonizing Instrument
The PHI is, literally, an “harmonizing”
instrument in the true sense of the
word! It has the purpose to create an
harmony, a balance between the user
energetic state and the various subtle
enviromental energetic interferences
sources which interacts with him all
the time.
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PHI Φ: Subtle Toroidal Technology
An internal battery powered electric pulse
activates the PHI, generating a three phase
Toroidal Flow:
1. INPUT: environmental entropic
energies/congestions absorption.
2. HARMONIZATION: incoming energy stream
sorted out via ARC technology. Complex Reharmonization Algorithms processed by the
internal circuit.
3. OUTPUT: powerful Life Promoting Energies
stream irradiation
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PHI Φ
Size and weight:

Diameter: 1.76 inch / 44.8mm
Depth: 0.52 inch / 13mm
Weight: 1.5 oz / 44g
Material: Aluminium-Copper alloy; copper
is present in a 5-6% ratio, highly contributing to
the excellent subtle-energies propagation.

Precautions for use

Inside the instrument it is housed a CR1612 lithiumion battery; this battery has to be placed with the
negative side (–) toward the metal holder (see the
photo on the following page).
Lithium batteries have not to be tampered with,
disposed in fire (they could explode!) or placed in
ordinary municipal waste, but disposed of in
accordance with current regulations.
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Maintenance

Battery replacement

B
The toroidal flow is activated by means
of an electromagnetic pulse provided by
a lithium battery placed inside, see left.
This battery must be replaced every
two years to maintain the instrument in
perfect efficiency.
To replace the battery, simply rotate
counter clockwise the A section
keeping the B section firmly in place. A
little dot inside is the reference point to
match the halves so to easily close the
instrument.

A
CR1612
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PHIwater™
The PHIwater™is, by all means, an
instrument “dedicated” to Water:
from drinkable one to the biologic
water-matrix of the cells. Any
metabolic process necessary to life
occours into the water medium.
The ARC processed by the internal
circuit has been engineered and built
in order to harmonize the fluidic
component and to enrich water of
Life Promoting Informations.
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PHIwater™
Crystallization Test
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Common tap water. Images obtained by means of VisionLab SAT extraction
diagnostic process

Same water, dynamized after PHIWATER™ processing. Images obtained by
means of VisionLab SAT extraction diagnostic process

Life Promoting Technology

Clearlux
The Clearlux is an instrument specifically
devoted to disperse and condense the
inflamed electromagnetic ether. Its action,
both cleanse the jammed elements along the
electric line and counters all subtle forms of
electromagnetic congestion that attack the
living environments.
Wired to the mains line, following precise
geometries and technical surveys, the
Clearlux is able to reach any room in the
surrounding environment with an extremely
low power loss and an extremely high work
load.
ÆTERE’S INSIDE: digitized informations to

condense and dissolve the disrupted
electromagnetic ether
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Domus
The Domus is a digital resonance and
condensing chamber to wire to the
electric line.
It is an instrument specifically devoted
to condense the interferences of telluric
origin.
Wired to the mains line, following
precise geometries and technical
surveys, the Domus is able to reach any
room in the surrounding environment
with an extremely low power loss and
an extremely high work load.

ÆTERE’S INSIDE: digitized informations to condense

and dissolve the disrupted telluric energies
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E-spira

Small up to the point to fit in any free electric socket, or beside
any audio/video gear, able to silence any HVAC or household
appliance.
Nowstanding the small form factor, the e-Spira is able to
effectively locally clean the electric line both from harmonics
and spikes, keeping “in scale” the same fundamental features
of its bigger brothers.
Slightly larger than the plug that hosts it, there is no limit to
the number of e-Spira devices that can be usefully installed in
an environment. It has to be located in the same or in the side
plug that powers household gear, so to intercept their noises
before they are transmitted to the electric network and then
into the environment: refrigerator, air conditioner, TV,
washing machine, microwave oven, PC, WiFi router, laser
printer etc. they are all environmental pollution agents.
Offered only in three pieces set.
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Orpheus

The ORPHEUS is a passive mains filter born out of the need to condense
any electromagnetic interference and noise, both subtle and dense,
allowing the wired electronics, particularly the audio/video ones, to
perform at the full strenght of their top capabilities.
The ORPHEUS is also advisable in those high electromagnetic polluted
environments like offices, where the crowding of electronic machinery
(PCs, fax machines, printers, halogen lamps, low-consumption lamps, air
conditioners etc.) concurs to sudden malfunctions or even black outs of
the electronics themselves. In these situations the ORPHEUS is advisable
not only for individual EDP units but also as a protection for dedicated
servers, routers, gateways, analog, ISDN or ADSL modems, switchers.
ORPHEUS units can be connected to: DVD players, TV sets, video
projectors, multi-channel setups, Personal Computers, monitors, LCD or
plasma panels, mixers and any other consumer or pro audio-video item
requiring a high protection against pulses, current peaks and power supply
network harmonics. Depending on mains line network conditions, the use
of the ORPHEUS can bring benefits like a deeper contrast and saturation
of colors along with a better clearness of the white to TV sets, monitors,
projectors (and Video setups in the broader sense). A full elimination or
attenuation of snow, flickering and a better detail resolution are common
outcomes as well.
The ORPHEUS has also a direct influence over the electromgnetic fields
themselves.

ÆTERE’S INSIDE: digitized informations for sound
and video carrier harmonization
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The enviroment where we live
and work plays a key role to
establish the performance and
efficiency level of the energetic
biophysical system. In some
cases the enviromental energies
are able to improve our
mental/physical state, while in
other
cases
the
energetic
interferences may interfere and
block it.
We
are
developing
an
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE,
what we call Energetic Building
Biology. Our target is to recreate a RARE PLACE.
RARE PLACE is an innovative
Research/Operation project, born
to solve the problem of
“enviromental energetic quality”

Research & Experimentation
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Research & Experimentation
Sick Building Syndrome

ENVIRONMENT QUALITY
AND LIFE QUALITY

In 1984, the World Health Organization reported that up to 30%
of newly-built buildings might cause acute illness in individuals
residing in them for long periods of time. They called this
phenomenon «Sick Building Syndrome» (SBS).
Today it is even worse. Our energetic level, state, and
performance, dictate the results that we get from our everyday
actions. The environment that we live in plays a big factor in
determining at what level our body performs. It can either
support our state of mind and being, or it can harm it and make
things worse.
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Research & Experimentation
SBS: Symptoms

SICK BUILDING
SYNDROME/ EFFECTS

The affected people complain of general symptoms like:
nausea, headache, dizziness, fatigue, concentration difficulties,
irritation of eye, nose & throat.
The Sick Building Syndrome can also manifest often in homes.
For that reason the Enviromental Technology offers solutions
including private spaces.
Our energetic level, state, and performance, dictate the results
that we get from our everyday actions. The environment that
we live in, plays a big factor in determining at what level our
body performs. It can either support our state of mind and
being, or it can harm it and make things worse.
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Research & Experimentation
Solutions

OFFICES
PUBLIC SPACES
PRIVATE ENVIRONMENTS

Several european countries have started medical research
protocols to study the Sick Building Syndrome. The future of
medicine is oriented more and more towards preventive and
enviromental medicine.
“SBS” is a problem that can be corrected and solved.
Rare Place is committed to prevent pollution through
effective and efficient use of:
-Innovative research
-Precise enviromental analysis
-Careful installation methodology
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Research & Experimentation
Post-installation Check

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCES OF THE BRA INSTALLATION
Through the valuable research and experimentation work of skilled specialists, Ætere’s has identified four
evaluation tests to collect scientific evidence data before and after instruments installation.
BAROPODOMETRIC test: this stabilometric test define the interference between geopathies and human
postural system. The various experimental tests showed and demonstrated the efficiency of the
BRA instrumental installation. Aetere’s devices were able to completely eliminate enviromental
energetic congestions responsables for important postural perturbations againsts the examinated
subjects.
BIOFEEDBACK HEART RATE VARIABILITY: HRV is a scientific technique used to measure and analyze
the heart rate variability and it’s able to value the activity of Autonomic Nervous System and the
balance between the Parasympathetic and Sympathetic nervous system activation.
NETWORK ANALYZER: it’s a device that is able to clearly show noise, spikes and harmonics present in
the electric network before and after instruments installation.
BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS: this test is able to diagnose the states of water retention,
dehydration, malabsorption and difficulty in muscle recovery connected with geopathies and
electromagnetic interferences. In the same time, the BIA test demonstrates the BRA instrumental
installation efficiency in restoring a healthier vitality curve, previously compromised by
enviromental energetic congestions.

POST-INSTALLATION FEEDBACKS
Tipically, it is possible to appreciate an array of sensations that after an enviromental reharmonization installation will
keep in a steady state during time. Some of them occur immediately:
AIR IONIZATIONEASY BREATHING
ENERGY CIRCULATION, COOL BREEZE PERCEPTION
Some others occur after the installation achieves the top of the efficiency:
SENSE OF WELL BEING, RELAXING BRAIN FREQUENCY BALANCE
HEALTHY SLEEP, SENSE OF LESS TIREDNESS, MINOR PSYCO-PHISICAL STRESS
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SOLS Certification: ADDED VALUE
SOLS develops research projects to improve the
energetic quality of life and the environment in which
we live, proposing and certifying a whole series of new
technologies defined NEW SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES.
With this aim, SOLS scientific department researches
the environmental conditions and the ideal energy
potentials to achieve an optimal level of psychological
well-being, devoting its activities toward the
development of a new cultural paradigma of
environmental health defined ENVIRONMENTAL
PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE.
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Swiss Optimal Living Society
Research Society divided into three Swiss
Departments:
1. E.B.B. Department & SET ( Academic
Department of Building Biology & Subtle
Energy Technology)
2. Research and Visionlab Department
3. Water Research Center
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Education & Training

1.
Energetic System Harmonization
Basic Level
2gg

IMT Integrated Manual Techniques

2.
Energetic System Harmonization
Professional Level
2gg
3.
Energetic System Harmonization
Technical Experienced
2gg
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Education & Training

EBB
Accademy
Energy Building
Biology

BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
REHARMONIZATION: BRA
BRA 1
Basic Balance
2gg

14gg

BRA 2
Rare Place
2gg
BRA 3
Technical Experienced
2gg
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Partners & Friends
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Web site:
www.aeteres.com
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